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INTRODUCTION

Whereas the Specia2 Employment Measures are an .important part of the

Government's policy, the Training Measures are an essential element in

economic recovery.

Britain's relatively high unemployment reflects a serious decline in

industrial competitiveness and profitability over the last twenty years.

In the world recession British industry has had to shed labour, raise

productivity, increase efficiency and contain labour costs in order to

stay in business. These necessary changes will strengthen Britain's

long-term economic prospects and so improve the outlook for jobs, but

the process of adjustment has hit some groups harder than others.

Therefore the government has introduced a wide range of Special

Employment Measures to help those most in need.

Technological change has made many existing skills redundant. The

Government has therefore also undertaken a radical restructuring of

Britain's training arrangenments.

171ELTC P7R=T7nNS

Since mid-1980 unemployment has been the political issue upPermcs: in

the cublic mind. This can te expected to remain the case as it becomes

-lear ,,hat inflattn is ermanently under control.

The public do no: Yame the (.7,vernment exolusize7y for =encicyTent-,

though =ome-blame is a:t.,,chP(-. hi27esc
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single factor and other causes - new technology, trade unions, import

penetration, interest rates, bad management - attract only marginal

support. The public are also sceptical about the solutions offered by

2
other parties.

The unemployed themselves seem, in general, to share these vieWs, tnouah

a high proportion blame new technology. A majority do not think a

Labour Government would have kept unemployment any lower. Given that

most of them come from poor backgrounds and have few qualifications, it

3
is not surprising that few intend to vote Conservative. They are

largely traditional Labour voters anyway.

The public believe that the unemployed groups most in need of help are

those with families and young school leavers Who have never worked.

, 4
The long term unemployed do not attract much sympathy, though this could

chancre as their numbers grow. Cuts in unemployment benefit are not

approved and early retirement, work-sharing, greater labour mobility and

better training are all offered as solutions These views may reflect

the fact that the Special Employment and Training 'leasures are not widely

known or understood.

Yost of the electorate believe that unemcloyment can be cured, but only

a minor ty think :hat tradi tional ref, a:7,i on is :he way to do
4

:\larrow majorities think -ha: new technology should be accected rather

than reQed, and the general view is that crofound chaLges in work'ng

now imminer_

nser7,,,tie =arty, 3ecteTber
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3. TRAINING

Between 1978 and 1985 the number of semi-skilled and all5-killed

jobs is likely to shrink by almost a million, yet Britin has

had until now one of the most poorly trained workforces in the

industrial wor7d.

Britain's training inadequacies have been recognised by industry

for nearly a century, and the last taenty years of reform have

still not prevented skill shortages or adapted to the relentless

pace of technological change.

The training reforms are not a short-term expedientto deal with

unemployment, but an integral part of the Government's Policies for

improving BritPin's industrial performance as a whole.

Only half Britain's school leavers are trained, compared to nine

tenths in Germany and four fifths in France. The Youth Training

scheme is the most comprehensive ever devised in Bri:ain.

This Government, in the :Te,,v Training Initia tive, has ---,et thhe

oractical Objectives: no resr000ns on skil, trag ; w.-r

:raining moortunities for adults;and :rainlng for aL_ young heoole

under 78. Progress has beenmade on all three fronts.

The Ycuth Training Scheme r,YTE)

Youth unemn'oyment 's h'gh tecause young ce ole lack skillsanH

hH yet =est relatively hige 100CC. The Youth Tral.-

-LntenCe-' = eh-'ehoe.
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and a ready appreciation of what they can expect to earn.

The scheme is not a Special Employment Measure but a training

programme. That is why expenditure on the Youth Training

Scheme in its first fUll year (1983-84) will be El b1114on,

twice as much as is beina spent on the Youth Opportunities

Programme and more than eight times the expenditure - in real 


terms - of suending on the Youth Opportunities Programme during

Labour's last year in office. The extra resources will go not

into increased numbers but better training. It has meant there

will be fewer places - 460,000 as opposed to 630,000 on the Youth

Opuortunities Programme.

The places will offer a mixture of training, education and work

experience for 16 year olds and some 17 year olds. All unemployed

16 year olds are guaranteed a place, effectively eliminating

unemployment in that age group

3.2. The New Technical and Vocational Education Tnitiative

Pritain's technical and vocational training has been inadequate.

The aim of this Initiative is therefore to stimulate technical. ant

vocational education for 14-18 year olds as cart of :he drive 7o

improve national performance in the development of new ski7ls =,,nd

technology. 70 pilot proehts, offering tl-,17-time pechnic=,7 and

vocation,,,1 trini e'ecteqi. They will each involve 117C0

youngsters. .Lney ,,,tart in .'.e -7.?7,-r 19 ,=.,-1(-4 W"7 't..Eaj73 1-'",==.OH

technical - alificatl -he vill 20E7 =,--.—

He', '''-'-'s'
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3.3 Inforruation Technolo Centres (ITeCs)

There is a high demand for computer and electronic skills,

and by the end of 1983 150 Information Technology Centres will

be operating. They will teach unemployed and unqualified young

people computing and electronic assembly skills.

80 per cent of the young people leaving the 40 ITe0s which

already exist find jobs.

3.4 The School Curriculum

Steps have been taken _o ensure that the school curriculum helps to

develop the skills and knowledge needed for workina life, and to

improve the links between schools and employers so that pupils gain

a closer understanding of industry and commerce.

A ned national qualification for practice/ but non-academic 17

year olds starts in 1984-35. It is expected to attract 80,000 young

people.

3.5 Ending RestYsictons on Skill Trining

Pr-itsh 4ndustryhPs failed to make full and efficient use of

skilled pecole, no: least because of the obstacles erected by trade

unions. Technological and Trrket changes, however, increasingly

,-'emand flexbil'ty and mobility within the skilled workforce.

Training Initiative ass the,--fd se: :935 t.7)-y

whi,h recogoiseb standards rIi hav„, t„,dn.

77_2'n draft, :corm:::and

establls ed fdr all

fdntsftrTs drd
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apprenticeships will be made increasingly conditional upon steps

taken towards this objective.

Trade unions,‘„which have historically opposed flexibility, are

now changing their attitudes. Recent a_eements in the

electrical contracting industry and between the British Printing

Industries Federation and the National Graphical Association

have abolished time-served apprenticeships in their industries.

3.6. Wider Training Opportunities for Adults

The pace of technological change has meant that no one can expect

any longer that training in one skill will last them a lifetime.

Adults can expect to retrain, perhaps in two or three different

skills, over the course of their working lives.

This is, as it has always been, primarily a matter for industry

itself. The Government has, nevertheless, taken some steps to

widen opportunities for adults to train and retrain.

There has been a decrease in the number of clerical and commercial

courses on the Trqining Opportunities Scheme !TOPs),in

which jobs are shrinking, and some increa,=7e in comoutel- anr1

technician courses. There are P:lso two mOPS courses - the

Enterbrise Prc',7,-.amme and Small Bus4hess Course-4 - for cotenti=1

businessmen.

--frov4,4hg TC7s in .2--_,7,--r=ent C:F,r=-e= h===
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employers' premises. Therefore the Government has set up a separate

organisation - the Skill Centre Training Agency - which will put

the operation of Centres on a commercial footing by April 1984.

They will be exposed to competition from private training

organisations and if they cannot compete there will be a gradual

contraction of Skill Centre provision. In • the meantime, Skill

Centres have switched the emphasis of their training away from

traditional skills to computer and other skills needed in the

future.

To help adults who wish to train, retrain or update their skills

in technical and supervisory occupations the Government has

launched an Open Tech. It makes existing courses more accessible

by the use of "open learning" amd"distance learning" methods,

along the lines of the Open University. Several projects are now

running , concentrating on skill shortages in micro-electronics

and engineering. Expenditure will rise from million this year to

£8 million in 1984-85.

Since training and retraining for adults largely recuires training

within industry steps have been taken to shift the balance of

of responsibility from public authorities to private.

The TOPs budget - currently helping about80,000 c ,ple at a 20=7, of

525Cm a year - will be increasingly directed towards :he necessary

=vision w-ith4n

additicn, 1;E'cf :he 23 statutory :ndustrial Train:L:2: l'oards ha:e
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have been abolished. Their Abolition followed 2% years of

consultation which Showed that many of the Training Boards had

lost the confidence of their industries, because they had become:

Bureaucratic, spending more time collecting levies and

distributing grants than checking training;

WastefUl,checking training that was already satisfactory;

Centralised, failing to tackle local skill shortages or

meet the needs of small firms;

Impractical, failingto encourage the skills actually needed

by industry; and

Anachronistic, having raised training standards but outlived

their useful life.

The Abolished Boards have been replaced by voluntary arrangements,

Which will be less bureaucratic and less expensive. Even the retained

Boards - kept on at the request of employers in the industries

concerned - will nga be funded by their industry and several have

undergone changes of scope.

4. SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT ":i1EASURES

These are:.

designed to help those groups worst affected by unemPloyment, like

the young, the long-term unemployed and those facin.7 nedund ncy;

not cosmetic, but orcv,de a constructive alternative70 unemployment;

designed to match changes in the labour market and to facilit

them;

reDresenT: a criostantiol c mTitment of resources at, a ol7e of

soeno'ng is al=so :his year =ci -.:19 bill :c

generally sl_lc.corteo! enalovers, - cat=

organi=a'7,10 b y and ,
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PRESENT ME!;SURES FOR THE YOUNG

4.1 The Youth Opportunities Programme (YOP)

The object of the programme is to provide training and work experience

for unemployed 16 and 17 year olds and some 18 year olds. Within

six months of leaving the programme about h21f of the

trainees were either in work, full-time education or another YOP

scheme. Very high proportions find the training, advice and work

5experience valuable. The government has substantially expanded the

programme,from 162,000 places in 1978-79, Labour's last year in office

to 630,000 in 1982-83. The budget was increased from £63 million

to f_747 million in the same period.

From 1981-82 the government undertook to offer all jobless 16 and

17 year olds a place on the proaramme by the Christmas after they

left school. This commitment was substantially fulfilled. in both

1981 and 1982.

From the Autumn of 1983 YOP is replaced by the New Youth Training

Scheme (para. 3.1).

4.2 The Young Workers Scheme (YWS)

This scheme tackles directly the problem of youth unemployment by

encouraging employers to take on more young peopleat wageswhch

reflect their relativetack of skills and experience. -ts effects are

intended to spread wider than the numbers being directly subsidised,

and so undermine the ,-f÷-Orts of trade unions to bid uo the price of

youth labour.

enri of 9ecP7'-el- 1]32, ==. i3C,DTT ya_Ing oeoci were

covered by the schere. The soherce cflvers young ,,oecf, =der

1-eoaro7.e:::
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their first year at work and is expected to cost £59 million

in 1982-83.

4.3. Communi Indust (CI)

This scheme is specifically designed to help disadvantaged

16-18 year olds, particularly the unqualified. It provides

temporary work on projects of benefit to the community.

The Government has increased the number of places from 5,200 in

May 1979 to 7,000 in December 1982. These are mainly financed

by a Government grant, which has been increased from £11.7 million

in 1978-79 to £23 million in 1982-83.

4.4. The Training for Skills Pro 1-aune (TSP)

This scheme provides funds to help where a training organisation -

public or private - has indentified a shortfall in an industry's

training requirements.

Grants are paid to employers who take on apprentices and other

long-term trainees additional to their normal requirements. Succor:

was madP available for uc to .35,000 tra,nees at a cos: o_

million durng 1987-82.

Y7=REq 7nR. 777 1==j'7,-7,1 T7LO=

4.5. The Co=nitv Precrarrme ?)

This =cheme

comr7t:=: to _elo :he '

oncreasec aces



unemployed sixfold, from 22,400 in 1979 to 130,000 in

1982-83. Spending has been increased from £51 million in

1979-80 to £169 million in 1982-83.

CP is a nationwide programme. Those eligible are 18-24 year olds

unemployed for at least 6 out of the last 9 months and those aged

25 or more who have been out of work for at least 12 months out of

the last 15. In each case they.have to have been unemployed for

at least 2 months continuously before they apply to join the

Programme.

4.6. The Volunt Proiects Programme (PP)

This scheme provides unemployed people with the opportunity for

voluntary work without losing benefits. It has a budget of about

c'4 million this year (1982-83), increasing to £8 million next year.

MEASUP7S 


4.7. The Temporar Short Time Workin Compensation Scheme (mSTWCS)

This scheme helps companies keep a skilled workforce together

and boost productivity whilst new orders are sought by giving employers

help to avoid redundancies. At its peak in March 1981 the

scheme covered 983,004 people, saving 438,120 jobs. Only 120,243

were covered at the end of December 1982 saving 48,079 jobs. Thi,=,

reflects improving trends in the economy.

Apart from saving jobs TSTWCS helps companies 77.0

Say,- severance payments;

.altonalic-7e their operations;

tack croduc., n ant neduce lab= cos:s;

(-'hang= wo7"k4ng pr,ct'ce, 	 workers seek to ma:Lncain

lase "natu=1. crchlems;
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Cut Absenteeism; and

Improve industrial relations, as workers see that the

management is trying to keep the company in business.

There is a firm consensus among employers that TSTWCS has many

advantages. The CBI has supported it as valuable and cost-effective.

4.8. The Job Release Scheme (JRS)

This voluntary and highly-cost effective scheme makes it easier

for people approaching retirement age to give up their jobs to

unemployed people. It offers a weekly allowance from the date the

applicant leaves work until he or she reaches statutory pensionable

age. It is a condition of the scheme that the employer replaces

those retiring with an unemployed person, or someone from a number

of other categories.

Though the allowances vary the scheme is open to men aged between

62 and 64, disabled men aged 60 and over and women aged 59. From

October men over 62 and women over 59 will be able to give up half

their work to an unemployed person in return for half the full time

allowance. This should provide part-time jobs for 40,000 people.

The number receiving allowances has risen from 66,293 in May 1979

to 78,000 in January 1983. Expenditure has been increased from

-F:21 .7 million in 1978-79 to (estimated)e44 millon 'n 1 8-83

4.9. The DHSS Scheme for Older Worskers

This qchemehelps unemployed men 70 retire early. Some 21,000 men

aged 60 and over who were unemployed and drawing supplementary benefit

had by August 1982 opted for the long-oerm rate of supplementarv

benef": and --ase(-, to reg_ster fOr work. From :lane unemployed men

over 60 w'" qual'fy for th- lhg-term rate without havl

year or until they reach 1,35. 7hts will 42,200 -
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addition, from April unemployed men aged 60-65 will no longer have

to register at the Unemployment Benefit office first to

get contributions credits in order to protect their pension rights

when they reach 65. This will help 90,000 people.

4.10. The Enterprise Allowance Scheme (CA)

This pilot scheme helps unemployed people Who want to start up in

business but do not do so because they would lose their entitlement

to unemployment or supplementary benefit. It has a positive

economic benefit and matches a shift towards self-employment within

the economy.

1,863 people were on it at the end of January 1983. Demand has

been so high that the budget was doubled in October 1982 to £4 million

and the scheme will be nationwide from August 1983, within an

overall cash limit of 5.125 million in 1983-84 and .-E129 million in 1984-85

It should cover 25,000 people in 1983-84.

4.11. The Job Splitting Scheme

This scheme is designed to encourage employers to split existing

full-time jobs into two part-time jobs, and so open up more

opportunities for unemployed people to work. Employers Who have

split jobs have found tnereare gains in higher productivity and

reduced absenteeism.

About 8,000 encuiries have been made about the scheme so far,

mainly from London, the South-Past and the 7idlanHs the

distributive trades, crcfessional and scientific ser7ices,

miscellaneous services and insurance, bankng and f'nance. 102

c'aimq for caymn: of :he :7,-..ant had teen mad- - r  7 -tr-ary 25:h

4.12. -he :ob Sear-h, 7mc'cvment

Jot Search and 17mcic,77e,-.- Transfer heIr 77:eccle__

cbswhich c,mrte filled local_r. ',Iner :he T:a7,icil

Schemes

'
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housing stock available to newcomers.

In  1983-83  it is estimated that 7,000 people will be assisted by

Job Search and  6,000 by  Employment Transfer, at a cost of

£5.2  million.

5. FALLACIES AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS

5.1 In Opposition the Conservatives derided Special Emplo,.ent Measures

and demanded "real lobs". In Gavernment the have expanded both

spendin on them and provision of them. Wh ?

Unemployment reflects the accumulated economic weaknesses of decades.

This cannot be put right overnight. Current gains in competitiveness -

through de-,manning, higher productivity and pay moderation - will

eventually feed through into higher output and jobs. Most people do

not need help to find jobs. Special Measures pim to help only those

who cannot help themselves: the young and the long-term unemployed

in particular. They are a useful and cost effective way of doing

that. General reflation might create 100,000 jobs at a cost of

£50,000 a piece, with no guarantee that those in need get the jobs

The net cost of a WEEP place  (1981-82)  on the Youth Opportunities

Programme is only  £568  a year; oh ,the Community Programme

£1030. And the bulk of next year's spending - more than half - is

on the Youth Training Scheme, which is not a SpeciP1 vreasure.

5.2.  Youn rieoble will still not et lobs after a year on the Youth

Training Scheme.

No Government can guarantee jobs for young People. Jobs riecend on

customers, not governments. Eut the position of young peocle has

teen exacerbated by the h_igh cost of employin2' 'them when fney lacic

skills and e=erience.  7'11=7: was why =he Go=nmen: favcured a

weeK_:_y allowance oh was re.garded as orwonalcie by 71±1C.E.

on -he Youth  m=--k- (1,-cup  -e-=-7:=4t,lP  for cce a:ing soheTe.
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It was raised to £25 which left less money to spend on training;

nevertheless YTS will greatly improve their employability.

Nearly two thirds of those currently leaving YOP are in work, or

full-time education or another YOP scheme within six months of leaviaL'

the programme - and YOP is not a training programe, so the

proportion will be even higher after YTS. Three quarters of YOP

trainees find the programme helpfUl in getting a job.

5.3. Youth unemployment owes nothin to relativel hi outh wa es, so

the Youn Workers Scheme is a wasteful chimera.

Wrong. If wages were equal for all age groups, employers would

hire skilled and experienced older workers, not young inexperienced

and unskilled workers. Therefore the efforts of Trade Unions and

Wages Councils to push up youth wages relative to adults can only

result in the young being priced out of work. In 3ritain in April

1982 a young man aged between 18 and 20 earned, on average, £90.80

a week, wtich was nearly 70 per cent of the earnings of male manual

workers aged 21 and over. This is a higher proportion of adult wages

than in any other Western. Country.It has been suggested that this

argument is inv.?.lid, given that youth wages have been static in

relation to adult wages over recent years. This m sses :he point.

At a time of world recession, and with record numbers of young

people on the labour market, resistance to any -Pall -in relat4ve

youth wages is enouzh to ensure that many young People are priced

out of work.
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5.4. The Youth Opportunities Pro amme exploits oun people and displaces

adults from -lobs.

These allegations are easier to make than to prove, and against

them must be set the very real benefits young people derive frcm YOP.

Research by the MSC has found the problem to be small, and

monitoring of schemes has ensured it is minimal. The stringent

quality requirement of the Youth Training Scheme will eliminate it

altogether.

5.5. There are fewer mp renticeships than ever before.

The number of apprentices in manufacturing industry, has declined

from a peak of 236,000 in 1968 to about 100,000 this year. This is nc-

surprising, given their rising cost. A first year apprentice can

now cost £5,000 a year. The more realistic attitudes in the 77PTU

are to be welcomed.

5.6. The Communit Prop anme is no substitute for real lobs.

The quickest way to provide real and lasting jobs is to reverse the

constant upward pressure on real wages which is the principal

cause of to-day's unemployment. That is up to the trade unions, not

the Government. All the Government can do, at 1,ttle or no cost tO

the Public pay roll, is pay people their benefits to Ho something

rather than nothing. That is the principle behind =he CompLIrity

P,-op-ramme. Even then the trade unions insisted that oartioicants

were paid the local "7-ate for the ,job", so raising =he cost of the

programme ant reducing _ne numbers who could Partio1p -e,ThisWEIE

a major blow thr, -nPmn,cv,--H, nine tenths of whcm '7ind .7:he
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opportunity to work beneficil and two thirds of whom think it helps

them find work.7

5.7. Workers are still sacked when entitlement to support from the Temborar,.

Short Time Working Compensation Scheme (TSTWCS) is exhausted.

Less than one in twenty respondents to a survey of TSTWCS pointed out
8that redundancies were only postponed. The scheme is regarded as

valuable both by those companies participating and by the CBI.

5.8. Wh not lower the age of retirement?

The cost of lowering the statutory pensionable age would be enormous.

If the retirement age for men lap, lowered to 60, and even if ail the

jobs were filled by people from the unemployment register, the net

cost would be £2500 million a year, at current pension rates.

Further costs would be incurred if the Exchequer had to subsidise

ocupational pensions. And there is a danger in expanding the

pensionable group in society beyond the capacity of those still in

work to suPport them. The number of people enjoying pensions has

increased from 6.9 million in 1968-69 to 9 million in 1982. As a

consequence expenditure on retirement and supplementary pensions is

;24- 5 billion hiher - at -215 billion - than it would be if the

number of pensioners had remained constant since 1268-69 (1982-83

prices). There is no guarantee it would h Lp the unemployed, since

all those who retired would no - unlike Sob 9elease - be __b.Laced

an ecuivalent number of jobs would not be released. In =--cme oases

the skills of thoc,e

7.-CIT is worn , 3ancrtof a study of bythe :,7S0 Fesearon andTevelc,o7r.nt Sertaa7s.
7,-27cr7,

wouLd not
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5.9. The Special Emolo ent and Trainin Measures do not add up to a

coherent strate

The object of Special Employment Meures is to helo those-hardest hit

by the process of economic change in a way that does not undermine the

basic objectives of Government policy. This they do very successfully;

indeed, they complement the Government's strategy by creating a

more flexible labour market. Emphasis has Shifted to more flexible

working patterns (Job Splitting Scheme); improving the

employability of young people (Youth Training Scheme); helping the

long-term unemployed (Community Programme); and fostering realistic

wages (Young Workers Scheme).

5.10.ITEs were set up in 1964 because voluntar trainin, arrangements had

failed; the will fail again now and emplo ers will resort

poachin their skilled staff.

The government is satisfied that the voluntary training arrangements

in the industrieswheneITBs were abolished are oerfectly adequate,

and reserves the right to set up a nea TIThwhere they are not. TmPs

covered only half Britain's workforce and did not do most of the

:raining, so there is a long tradition of voluntary training in

Britain already. The retention of seven stil leaves I in

3 employees (6'; million) in scope to a board, which is half the

number previously covered (11 million). The Opposition only favour

statutory bodies because :hey help undermine emoloyer responsibili

for :raining and enhance :rade union influence over 1:.
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CONCLUSION

The scale of change in Industry and the resulting level of

unemployment are both greater than we anticipated at the time of the

last General Election. Our response has been a generous use of taxpayers'

money disbursed through the institutional framework which was already in

existence when we took office. New schemes have been developed and new

ideas generated, but whether or not at the speed required or in the

most cost-effective way must be called into auestion.

All our training measures and tne lion's share of the Special

Employment Measures are delivered through the Manpower Services Commission.

The Quango 'Aras set up by a Conservative Government ten, years ago and has

a tripartite structure - Employers, Uhions, Local Authorities, and

Educationalists. It is arguable that neither the Youth Training Scheme nor

the Community Programme would have got off the ground without the general

consent of these vested interests. However, in both these examples

substantial comordmises: have had to be made to accommodate :he mUC.

We now have a Conservative Chairman, David Young, and a Conservative

majority by five to four amongst the Co“Inission. But even so the delaying

tactics and the cons:ant threat of withdrawal by the DUC inr-vtatly retrain

more bositive action. Admittedly the Secretary of State for Employment has

powers of direction, but this card can only be played in a very Limited way.

Given the size of the YBC's tu get (£2 Billion ,n 1983/4), =,md the

of training the labour force for the years ahead, it has to te sensible

cuest.ion whether or not we should make a major instltutional ch=.hg-,

network, where :s.nan-7,-.s h,ve cour(' easulv=7-
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back into the Department of Employment. Such a move would ensure quick,

albeit controversial, decisions, resulting in a better but less

expensive employment service. The Training Division would be

(potentially) better under the arm of the Department of Industry, Where

the need for future skills are more discernible. The administration of the

Special Employment Measures could remain the responsibility of a much

reduced tripartite body, or alternatively be under the DeparLment of

Employment.

During the last four years we have altered attitudes to training and

vehave increased substantially the money spent to help the unemployed.

In political terms we have a record which we can go out and sell. Eut

after a successful Election we can do more, providing we have the right

delivery system.



• APPENDIX ONET NUMBER OF PLACES ON SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT MEASURES AND TRAIN=
SCHEMES




1978-79 1979-801980-81 1981-821982-83 1983-84

Youth Trainingbcneme




460,7,5001

New Technical




Education Initiative




10,000

Training Opportunities




Programme 70,187 74,48964,418 61,39651, 490 68,'400

Youth Opportunities




Programme 162,000 216,400.360,000 553,000630,000




Young Workers




(planned)




Scheme. - -- 130,000- 79,000

Commdnity




Industry




6,000 7,0007,000 7,000

Training for Skills





Programme nia 21,000e26,000 35,00035,000




OommUnity
Programme - 25,000312,0003

4
25,000130,000 130,000

Voluntary





Projects Progrargie




(10) (10)
Temporary Short
Time Working
Compensation Scheme

5 229 14861,810,946
(82,919)(635,096)

	

548,306106,5_787

	

(166,704)(77,466)
10,000

Job Re' ease8





Scheme 52,022 56,29339,12013,28447,652 113,60013




(Jan 1977- (71lay 1979-(Abril 1980- (Nov 1281-(Fet 1982- -




May 1979) April 1980) Nov.1981) Feb.7982Zan 7283)




DHSS Scheme





for Older Workers




17

37,000--
79,000

Enterprise





Allowance




- 1,7397 25,000

Job Splitting




a




Scheme

Job Search,
Employment Transfer
Schemes

35,90017,500 11,75011,550

120'

10,60013,000

Starts in September 1983
End December 1982, applications approved
Special Temporary Employment Programme (STEP)
Corrm;nity Enterprise Pruanargue (CEP)
Short Time Working Compensation Scheme for Textiles, Clothing and Footwear.
Figurcs in brackets indicate numbers of redundancies averted by short-time working.
End December 1982

q. The scope of the Jot Release Scheme has been changed seven times since 1:s inception
-T-1 January 1977. 7he dates refer to :he teinning of the changes and :he figures for
arclica:i or.s approved between :hose dates. Ey January 1st 1983 213,371 applications
h=--d been approved since :he scheme began.

9. Applications received, February i983.
-hose in :he 7o1,inte-y Dnoecte Progremm- = mply :urn when hey _ Ne
therefore aa'latle.

:71= -"7„:ter 117.7 =he :::heme  ._eenee; ,r17.



APPETIDIX TMD- SPENDING ON SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING,MEASURES
Proposed Estimatee Estimates

* Outturn Outturn Outturn Outturn

	

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84

Youth Training
Scheme 950

New Technical
Education
Initiative 25-

Training Opportunities
Programme 208.9 229.4 246.3 235.6 220.2 23.1

Youth Opportunities
Prograune 63 125 212 400 747

Young Wbrkers
see note

Scheme - - - - 59 (4)

Community Industry 11.7 17.0 19.0 20.9 23
(aporox)

Training for Skills
Programme n/a 15.4 30.5 56.5 n/a -,

Community see notE

Programme 9.3 51.0 45.7 86.6 175 (4)

Voluntary Projects
Programme - - - - 4 8

Temporary Short Time
Work.ing Compensation

see no7E

Scheme 0.9- 24.4 365.0 259.7 113 (4)

job Release
Scheme 21.7 85.4 136.0 714.1 244

DHSS Scheme for Older
Workers - - - - 15 285

Enterprise Allowance - - - - 4 25

Job Splitting Scheme - - - - 2.53 n/a

Job Search,Employment
Transfer 10.3 7.2 4.3 4.3 5.4 5.9

MSC's overall
training budget 374 452 1212

When fully developed in four years' time
Short Time Working Compensation Scheme for textile, clothing and footwear industries
Cash allocated, December 1982 - :i!arch 1983.
Inr-'1vid,,a1t'4gures for expendture on these nhmes in 1983/4 are no: available.

B. 7s ma:e . The scheme 4s being widened from Sun- 193


